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Figure 1: Overview of MAES. 
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Figure 2: Two preform shapes utilized for the forging of the common rail component. 
Figure 3: Closed-die forging of a “common rail” component – end of the second step of forging. 

Figure 4: Final shape of the component for different results of optimization. 

Figure 5: Pareto plot in the mass (horizontal axis) / die 
filling (vertical axis) frame of the calculated solutions at 
the different generations of MAES. 

Figure 6: Minimum weight of the individual of each 
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Figure 8: Reduction of the 0.2 isovalue of porosity at 
different phases of the cogging strokes. 
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Figure 9: 0.2 isovalue of porosity at the end of cogging 
for a good (top) and for the optimal (bottom) solutions. 
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